
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	 	

 

Hydrometallurgy: the future of copper processing? 
 
Chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) is the world's most abundant copper mineral, accounting for at 
least 60% of total copper production.  Concentrates of chalcopyrite are processed 
almost exclusively by pyrometallurgical smelting and converting methods. However, 
these methods suffer from several key shortcomings.  As a result, new methods to 
extract copper from chalcopyrite have been investigated across the globe for many 
years, but with limited success.  Recent scientific insights about the mineral/solution 
interface have resulted in promising new hydrometallurgical (aqueous chemistry-based) 
process development.  
 
The challenges and opportunities for the hydrometallurgical processing of chalcopyrite 
concentrates and ores will be discussed in this presentation.  An overview of ongoing 
work at UBC will be presented.   
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All Mach Number Fractional Step Solver for High Fidelity 
Turbulent Flow Simulations 

 
Modern high-fidelity simulations (LES, DNS, VLES) of  compressible flows require 
highly efficient numerical schemes. Given the fact that high-fidelity simulations are 
invariably transient, highly efficient numerical schemes, from the memory usage and 
floating point operations point of view, require a new efficient numerical algorithms. 
One such approach is extension of the fractional step algorithms widely used in high-
fidelity incompressible simulations. Incompressible fractional step algorithms are 
based on Helmholtz-Hodge theorem that separates solenoidal from irrotational part of 
the flow field leading to Chorin's projection method. While there is no unique 
decomposition for compressible flows, it is possible to use a similar, non-unique, 
decomposition for compressible flow fields to obtain highly efficient numerical 
algorithms. In this presentation we demonstrate one such algorithm and show its 
preconditioning properties as well as its numerical efficiency. The algorithm is 
implemented using the open source numerical library Caelus. Examples of 
computations spanning DNS, LES and VLES are used to illustrate the efficiency of the 
algorithm. 
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